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The Evolution of Probers and Fixture
Testers: Blinded by Science
Testing Todd

by Todd Kolmodin, GARDIEN SERVICES USA
Electrical test today has changed dramatically since the “pin-in-hole” technology of
yesteryear. Although you may still find these
designs today, predominantly you will run
across the mind-altering designs of our current
generation. It boggles the brain to think that
computers once inhabited entire rooms to process just “bits” and “bytes” of data. Now, your
smartwatch processes more data than many of
those computers combined! The smartphone
that you use every day has more computing
power than the computers used in the Apollo
13 spacecraft!
It’s no wonder that today’s requirements
have become immensely important in guaranteeing success in the products produced.
Shorts, opens, impedance, capacitance, dielectric breakdown, and resistance are all major
factors in the success or failure of today’s PCBs.
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With that said, the evolution of the PCB has
come a long way in the last 30 years. The science of electrical test has had to travel that road
as well. It’s not just a question of screening for
opens and shorts. Today, the library extends to
interrogating passive components, efficiently
and cost-effectively evaluating dielectrics with
multiple planes and pairs involved, and adhering to strict requirements from the military, export regulations, and OEMs alike. So, it is easy
to understand that ET has become much more
of a science than history remembers.

Probers Versus Fixture Testers

Probers

Today’s probers (flying probes) are much
more advanced than their distant relatives of
days gone by. Probers not only provide the

standard opens and shorts test but also buried
passive, four-wire Kelvin, and HiPot testing.
They can still provide the strict, resistive-only
test still required by some OEMs and high-reliability applications, but probers can also provide indirect testing by signature comparison.
This is accomplished by developing a capacitive master from a test specimen that has gone
through and passed the strict resistive test. The
subsequent boards have their capacitive signature compared to the master, and any nets that
are atypical compared to the master are retested in resistive mode to guarantee they are acceptable.
Historic requirements of PCBs did not allow
probers in some military requirements or performance classes. This was due, in part, to the
lack of ability to detect defects in the 3D environment. Probers of today have the ability to

Historic requirements of
PCBs did not allow probers
in some military requirements
or performance classes.
scan the horizon as well as the third dimension or the Z axis. This is known as “line of
sight” horizontal or “Z-axis” vertical adjacency. Statistical probabilities have been accepted
that if a defect is going to occur, it will occur
in a given window between two adjacent nets.
This is referred to as the ”adjacency window.”
Historically, this was limited to the horizontal
axis or the same layer. This window can now
be expanded to layers adjacent in the vertical
axis. This enhancement in prober technology
is one of the main reasons that some military
and higher-performance class products can
now be tested utilizing flying probes. This has
allowed quicker turn time and reduced cost for
electrical test.
However, you will not find this technology
available in older probers. Software and metering systems in older equipment just didn’t have
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the capacity to perform some of the required
tests of today. One needs to inquire about the
capabilities of the given prober versus the requirements you may have. Remember your deliverables. Some equipment may provide only
some of your solutions while others may deliver the full package and more!

Fixture Testers

There is still no question that fixture testers
provide the ultimate opens and shorts test. The
fixture tester still provides the full parametric
test. The simultaneous compression and test
of all nets will still detect possible defects that
no flying probe will ever find. This is because
the fixture tester applies stress to the PCB. The
simultaneous compression may detect microfractures to traces and/or barrels during the
test that a flying probe may not. They also do
not have the limitation of the adjacency windows as the flying probes have. The isolation
test covers all nets to all nets regardless of
proximity. A gross short defect covering a long
distance will be detected where on a flying
probe, it may be out of the adjacency window
and not tested. Although rare and statistically
low in occurrence, this type of defect would
always be detected on a fixture tester.
Fixture testers are still the answer to highvolume production. Automation and dedicated
fixtures process thousands of boards per time
segment compared to a much smaller amount
with flying probes. Although automation does
exist for flying probes, they will never be able
to handle the volume per capita compared to
the fixture tester.

Conclusion

As you can see, the evolution of the PCB and
electrical test have come a long way in the last
few decades. The advances in PCB manufacturing and design have forced the evolution of
ET and the methods used. ET has become as
much of a new science as the new manufacturing designs coming from the OEMs. Just checking for opens and shorts is no longer enough.
Requirements now not only include the opens
and shorts test but also the guard zones of buried passives that are independent of the IPC

performance class continuity requirement.
Along comes multiple voltage requirements
within the same board, HiPot requirements,
and in many cases, time domain reflectometry (TDR.) Again, ET needs to supply all these
services as efficiently and cost-effectively as
possible, which is why finding the right equipment solution is imperative.
Test requirements continue to change as the
designs advance. When searching for the right
solution, gauge your requirements against the
deliverables of the equipment. The advancements in prober technology will now provide
multiple solutions within the same package.
Do your homework, and you may find that the
science of electrical test is not as ominous as
you thought. As a colleague of mine once said,

“I can’t even spell ET.” We can find answers to
black holes. Whether you are doing electrical
test yourself or have a partner to turn-key it for
you, I hope this bit of knowledge I’ve passed
along helps in decision making and understanding some of the science behind ET. ET is
a much bigger process than what it used to be,
so give those folks a chance when the delivery
heat is on. It takes a little more time nowadays
to “git ‘er done!” PCB007
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First Annual IPC Electronics Materials Forum
On November 5–7, 2019, in Minneapolis, Minnesota, the
electronics manufacturing industry will get a chance to
be part of the first conference focused on electronics materials. Sponsored by IPC, the Electronics Materials Forum
offers a platform to discuss the wide range of materials
used to manufacture and assemble bare boards. This forum approaches the issue of materials from two different
directions—first, based on their function in the manufacturing process, and second, to survey new electronics
industry technologies and compile the required materials
advances needed to make them possible.
Historically, IPC has looked at materials from two different standpoints: first, the permanent materials for either
board fabrication or assembly with their associated requirements and properties enumerated in IPC standards;
and second, process (consumable) materials used to create some manufacturing step but are not a permanent
part of the product board. IPC tends to give criteria for
successful use of these process chemicals but gives the
fabricator wide latitude in selection.

At this time, proposals for presentations are still being
accepted. The following are some key areas of interest for
this conference:
• Permanent board fabrication materials will be
addressed in a session with paper topics including
substrate materials, novel board laminates, surface
finishes, and solder mask advancements
• Permanent board assembly papers will concern new
and novel solder alloys, thermal interface solutions,
conformal coatings, adhesives, underfills, and new
protective materials with properties such as water
repellency
• Process considerations include new materials for
producing HDI or substrate-like bare circuits or in
assembly, new fluxes, and cleaning chemistry
materials
• Assembly strategy papers may also be presented
Separate technology sessions will address the required
properties to be developed in materials to implement the
following new technologies: 5G communications, substrate-like boards, printed electronics, flexible circuitry,
and wearable circuits.
These papers, with participation from OEM companies
and trailblazers, will help shape the development of new
materials for our industry. See you in Minneapolis for the
Electronics Materials Forum! (Source: IPC)
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